Rules Reference Guide : Introduction
“Listen up Maggots! There’s only one rule in warfare,
and that rule is there are no rules.”
–Commissar Broderick Worr
This document is intended as the definitive source for
rules information, but does not teach players how to play
the game. Players should first read the Learn to Play
book in its entirety and use this Rules Reference Guide
as needed while playing the game.
The majority of this guide consists of the glossary. This
section provides an alphabetical listing of terms and
situations a player might encounter during a game. This
section should be the first destination for players who
have a rules question.
The back of this guide contains two appendices. The
first provides a detailed anatomy of each cardtype. The
second appendix provides detailed timing diagrams
that illustrate the structure of an entire game round, as
well as a detailed explanation on how to handle each
game step presented in those diagrams.

Stop!
Read the Learn to Play book first. As
questions arise during gameplay, use this
document’s glossary as a reference. After
playing your first game, we recommend
reading the Appendices on pages 17–28
in detail.

The Golden Rules
If the text of this Rules Reference Guide contradicts
the text of the Learn to Play book, the text of this guide
takes precedence.
If the ability text of a card contradicts the text of either
the Rules Reference Guide or the Learn to Play book,
the text of the card takes precedence.

Glossary
This section provides an alphabetical list of definitions
and explanations of important terms, phrases, and
situations.

Actions
Some abilities are labeled by the word “Action”
followed by ability text. These abilities can only be
initiated by a player during an action window. For
details on when action windows occur during each
round, see the timing charts on pages 20–22.
EE A player may initiate an action ability from:
• A unit, support, or attachment card that is in play
and under his control.
• An event card in his hand.
• An out of play card he owns with an ability that
specifies it triggers from an out of play state, or
requires the card to be out of play in order to
resolve.
EE Some Action effects have a phase name as a
precursor to the word “Action.” Such effects are
still considered Action effects, with the restriction
that they can only be initiated during an action
window in the specified phase.
EE An action must be resolved completely before the
next action can be initiated.
See also Card Abilities, Triggered Abilities, Appendix II:
Timing Charts and Gameplay on page 20

The word “After”
The word “after” refers to a game occurence that has
just been concluded. Most reaction abilities use the
term “after” to specify the timing of their triggering
condition.
See also Reaction, Triggered Abilities

Area Effect (X)
When a unit with the Area Effect keyword would
declare its attack against a defender, it may deal damage
equal to its Area Effect value to each enemy unit at that
planet instead of declaring the attack against a single
enemy unit.
EE This damage is considered to be dealt by a card
effect. It is not considered to be dealt by the
attacker’s attack, but it is being dealt while the unit
with Area Effect is attacking. After the Area Effect
ability has resolved, the attack is over.

Armorbane
While a unit with the Armorbane keyword is attacking,
the opposing player cannot use shields to prevent
damage.

Attachment Cards
Attachment cards tend to modify or influence the
activity of the card or element to which they are
attached.
EE There is no limit on the number of attachments that
may be attached to a game element.
EE If the card to which an attachment is attached
leaves play, discard the attachment.
EE If a situation arises in which an attachment is not
legally attached, discard the attachment.
EE An attachment a player controls remains under his
control even if the element it is attached to is under
his opponent’s control.
See also No Attachments, Attachment Card Anatomy on
page 19

Attack Value (ATK)
Each unit has an attack value. This value is the amount
of damage the unit deals when it attacks.

Ambush

EE Attack value is abbreviated as ATK.

A player may, as an action during the combat phase,
deploy a card with the Ambush keyword from his hand.

EE A unit with 0 ATK is still able to be declared as an
attacker.

EE He must pay the card’s cost and follow standard
rules as to where the card may be deployed.

See also Combat Phase, Unit Cards
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Battle Abilities
Battle abilities appear on planet cards and are labeled
by the word “Battle” followed by ability text. When
a player wins a battle at a planet, he has the option of
triggering that planet’s Battle ability.

EE Any pre-existing damage on a unit that gains
“cannot be damaged” remains on the unit.
EE A card that “cannot be damaged” can still be
driven from play by non-damaging effects such as
sacrifice, destroy, and discard.

See also Planet Cards, Winning a Battle on page 26

Card Abilities

Base Value

A card ability is the special game text that a card
contributes to the game.

The value of a quantity before any modifiers are applied.
For most cards, it is the printed value.
See also Printed

Blank
If a card’s text box is blanked by an effect, that text box
is treated as if it did not have any of its printed text. Text
gained from another source is not blanked.

Bloodied
The Bloodied keyword is used on one side of warlord
cards to indicate that the warlord has been defeated once
and turned to its bloodied side. If a Bloodied warlord is
defeated, its controller loses the game.
EE The Bloodied keyword cannot be removed from a
card’s text by a blanking effect, its effects cannot be
canceled, and it cannot be gained by another ability.
See also Damage, Warlord Units

Brutal
A unit with the Brutal keyword increases its attack value
by 1 for each damage on it.

Cannot
The word “cannot” is absolute, and cannot be
countermanded by other abilities.

Cannot be Damaged
A card that “cannot be damaged” cannot have damage
assigned, dealt, reassigned, or moved to it, and it cannot
be chosen to take damage or be chosen as the target of
an effect that would damage it.
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EE All card abilities fall into one of the following
types: Actions, Battle Abilities, Constant Effects,
Interrupts, Keywords or Reactions.
EE Some reactions and interrupts may also be
F orced , making the execution of such an ability
mandatory. See “Forced Interrupts/ Forced
Reactions” on page 7.
See also Action, Battle Abilities, Constant Effects,
Interrupts, Keywords, Reactions, Triggered Abilities

Card Effect
A card effect is any effect that arises from the resolution
of ability text printed on or gained by a card.
EE Card effects might be preceded by costs,
triggering conditions, play restrictions, and/or play
permissions; such elements are not considered
effects.
EE A card ability can only be initiated if its effect has
some potential to change the game state, and its
cost (after modifiers) has the potential to be paid
in full.
EE A card ability may be initiated if all or part of its
effect is able to resolve. Once initiated, players
must resolve as much of an effect as they are able,
unless the effect uses the word “may.”
See also Card Abilities, Costs: Paying, Costs: The Word
To, May, Triggering Condition, “Play Restrictions and
Permissions”

Cardtypes
The game’s cardtypes are presented in Appendix I, with
detailed card anatomies on pages 17–19.

EE If an ability causes a cardtype to change (such as
a unit card that may be played as an attachment),
it loses all other cardtypes it might possess and
functions as would any card of the new type.

EE If a cost requires a game element (and doesn’t
specify that the element be from an out of play
area), the player paying the cost may only use
game elements he controls to pay the cost.

This steps of this phase and how to resolve battles are
described in timing entries 3.1–3.4 on pages 25–27.

EE If a cost requires a game element that is not in
play, the player paying the cost may only use game
elements he possesses in his out of play areas and/
or his resource pool to pay the cost.

Combat Turn

EE An ability’s cost cannot be paid if the resolution of
its effect will not change the game state.

Combat Phase

An opportunity for a player to make an attack (if able)
during a battle. If a player is unable to make an attack
during his combat turn, he must pass.

See also Costs: The word “To”

See also Attack Value, Combat Phase

Many card abilities are presented in a “do X to do
Y” construct. In such a construct, the “do X” aspect
(preceding the word “to”) is considered a cost, and the
“do Y” aspect (following the word “to”) is considered an
effect.

Command Icons
These icons appear on many unit cards and are used to
determine the winner of command struggles.
See also Unit Card Anatomy on page 18, page 32

Command Phase
This steps of this phase and how to resolve command
struggles are described in timing entries 2.1–2.7 on
page 24.

Constant Effects
Many cards simply announce an effect with no boldface
trigger. Such abilities are called constant effects. A
constant effect becomes active as soon as its card enters
play and remains active as long as that card is in play.
See also Card Effect

Control
See “Ownership and Control” on page 11

Costs: Paying
A card’s resource cost is the numerical value that must
be paid to deploy or play the card. Some abilities have
a cost described in the ability text that must be paid in
order to use the ability.An opponent’s game elements
may not be used to pay a cost.

Costs: The word “To”

EE If an ability’s cost is not paid, its effect cannot be
initiated.
See also Costs: Paying

Damage
Damage tokens are placed on unit cards by attacks and
by various abilities.
EE If an army unit or token unit has as much (or more)
damage on it as it has hit points, it is destroyed.
EE If a hale warlord has as much (or more) damage
on it as it has hit points, it is defeated, and placed
in its owner’s headquarters on its Bloodied side,
exhausted. All damage tokens from the hale side
are removed when a warlord is Bloodied, and
excess damage from the warlord’s initial defeat is
not applied to the Bloodied side. Any attachments
on a warlord remain attached when it is Bloodied.
If a Bloodied warlord has as much (or more)
damage on it as it has hit points, it is defeated and
its owner immediately loses the game.
See also Bloodied, Dealing Damage, Dealing Zero
Damage, Destroy, Hitpoints, Indirect Damage, Moving
Damage, Redirect, Running out of Resource/Damage
Tokens, and Shields
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Dealing Damage

Deploy Phase

To deal damage to a unit, follow these steps in order:

The steps of this phase are described in timing entries
1.1–1.5 on page 23. See also Initiating Abilities/
Deploying Cards, “Play Restrictions and Permissions”

1. Assign damage: Place damage tokens equal to the
amount of damage being dealt next to the unit (or
units) being damaged.
2. Shields: For each unit that has been assigned
damage, its controller may discard 1 shield card
from his hand to prevent an amount of damage to
that unit equal to (or up to) the number of shield
icons on the card. Prevented damage is returned to
the token bank.
3. Take damage: Any assigned damage that has not
been prevented or reassigned by a card effect is
now placed on each unit, up to the unit’s remaining
hit points. Any excess damage is ignored. If no
damage is taken in this step, no damage has been
successfully dealt.
EE If a single source attempts to damage multiple
units, all damage is assigned simultaneously. The
player with the initiative has the first opportunity
to use a shield, with shield opportunities
alternating back and forth between players until
both pass. All damage is then placed on the units
simultaneously.
See also Shields

Dealing Zero Damage
Some attacks and card effects may deal 0 damage.
EE An attack or card effect that would deal 0 damage
does not initiate the resolution of the “dealing
damage” process. If assigned damage is reduced
to 0, however, the process continues through its
resolution.
EE If 0 damage is placed on a unit at the end of the
dealing damage process, the unit is not considered
to have been “damaged.”
See also Damage

Destroy
When a card is destroyed, it is placed faceup on top of
its owner’s discard pile.
See also Damage

Discard Pile and Victory Display
Many game effects place cards in a player’s discard pile
or victory display.
EE Each player’s discard pile and victory display is
open information and may be looked at by any
player at any time.
EE The order of the cards in a discard pile or victory
display may not be altered unless a player is
instructed to do so by a card effect.
EE If multiple cards are discarded simultaneously, the
owner of the cards may physically place the cards
into his discard pile one at a time in the order of
his choosing.

Doubling and Halving Modifiers
Some effects may ask players to modify values.
EE Resolve all additive and/or subtractive modifiers
before applying any doubling and/or halving
modifiers.
EE Unless otherwise specified, fractional values are
always rounded up after all modifiers have been
applied.
See also “Variable Quantities and Multiple Modifiers”

End of the Round
The phrase “end of the round” refers by default to the
game round. Any effect that aims to reference the end of
a combat round must specify “combat round.”
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Enemy
Enemy is used to refer to game elements that your
opponent controls (e.g. warlord, army units, support
cards).
See also “Ownership and Control”

Event Cards
Event cards represent battle maneuvers, actions, spells,
disasters, and other unexpected twists that might occur
during the game.
EE An event card’s ability type, triggering condition
(if any), and play permissions/restrictions (if any)
define when and how the card can be played.
EE When a player plays an event card, its cost is paid,
its ability is resolved, and the card is then placed in
that player’s discard pile.
EE Event cards engage the game state at the time they
are played and resolve. If an event card creates a
lasting effect on the game state, only cards that
are in play at the time the event card is played are
eligible to be affected. Cards that enter play after
the resolution of the event are not affected by its
lasting effect.
EE If the effects of an event card are canceled, the card
is still considered to have been played, and its cost
remains paid. Only the effects have been canceled.
See also Event Card Anatomy on page 19, Timing,
Triggering Condition, Play Restrictions/Permissions

Exhausted
Cards are often exhausted in order to make an attack
or use certain abilities. When a card is exhausted, it is
rotated 90 degrees.
EE An exhausted card cannot be exhausted again until
it is readied by a game step or card ability.
See also Ready

First Planet
The first planet is the planet designated by the first
planet token.

EE During setup, the first planet token is placed on the
leftmost planet from the perspective of the player
who has the initiative token.
EE There is a battle at the first planet during each
combat phase, regardless of whether or not any
warlords are present. The winner of the battle adds
the planet to his victory display. If neither player
wins the battle, the first planet is removed from the
game.
EE After the battle for the first planet, the first planet
token remains in the area just vacated by the planet
card. During the Headquarters phase, it will be
placed on the next planet in the line. Until that
time there is no first planet.
See also Combat Phase, Last Planet, Headquarters
Phase, Discard Pile and Victory Display

Flying
When a unit with the Flying keyword is attacked by a
unit that does not have the Flying keyword, halve the
damage that is dealt before it is assigned. If the resultant
damage would be a fractional value, round up.

Forced Interrupts/Forced Reactions
While most card abilities are voluntary, some interrupt
and reaction abilities are preceded by the word
“Forced.” Such abilities must be resolved immediately
whenever the triggering condition specified in the ability
text occurs.
EE For any given triggering condition, forced
interrupts take priority and resolve before nonforced interrupts, and forced reactions take priority
and resolve before non-forced reactions.
See also Card Abilities

Framework Effect
A framework effect is any effect that arises from the
resolution of a rule process as opposed to an effect that
originates from the text of a card.
See Appendix II: Timing Charts and Gameplay on
page 20
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Hale

In Play and Out of Play

The state in which most warlords (and all in the core set)
begin the game. A hale warlord is not Bloodied.

The unit, support, and attachment cards that a
player controls in the play area (at planets or at his
headquarters) are considered “in play.” Face up planet
cards are considered in play but are not under the control
of either player.

Halving Modifiers
See “Doubling and Halving Modifiers” on page 6

Headquarters (HQ)
Each player’s headquarters (abbreviated “HQ”) is the
play area in which his warlord begins the game. Various
game and card effects may move units to a player’s HQ
during a game. Support cards are deployed in the HQ.
EE A player’s HQ is not considered a planet.
EE If an effect specifies an interaction with a planet, it
does not interact with a player’s HQ.
See also Planet Card

“Out of play” refers to the cards in a player’s hand, his
deck, his discard pile, facedown planets, and those in a
victory display.
Card abilities only interact with, and can only target,
cards that are in play, unless the ability text specifically
refers to an out of play area. Card abilities can only be
initiated or affect the game from an in play area unless
they specifically refer to being used from an out of play
area, or require that the card be out of play for the ability
to resolve. Play restrictions and permissions are an
exception that may affect how a card may or may not be
deployed or used.

Headquarters Phase

A card enters play when it moves from an out of play
origin to a play area.

This steps of this phase are described in timing entries
4.1–4.8 on page 28.

A card leaves play when it moves from a play area to an
out of play destination.

Hit Points (HP)
Each unit has a hit point value (abbreviated “HP”). If a
unit has as much or more damage as it has HP, or has its
HP reduced to 0, the unit is destroyed (or defeated if it is
a warlord unit).
See also Damage, Destroy, Units

Illegal or Unclear Planet Selection
If a player selects a number for a planet that does not
exist during the commitment step, or if his dial is not
clearly set on a single number, he is assumed to have
chosen the last planet in play.
See also Command Phase, Planet Cards

See also Card Abilities, Card Effect

Indirect Damage
Some abilities deal indirect damage. A player must deal
this damage to units he controls, or to a subset of those
units. The total damage to be dealt must be divided and
assigned among those units however he chooses.
EE When dealing indirect damage, a player cannot
deal more damage to a unit than it has hit points
remaining. Any indirect damage that cannot be
dealt is ignored.
EE Once assigned, indirect damage is treated as any
other form of damage dealt.
See also Damage, Hit Points, Shields

Immune

Initiating Abilities/Deploying Cards

If a unit is immune to a specified set of effects, it cannot
be targeted or affected by effects that belong to that set.

When a player wishes to deploy or play a card, or
initiate a triggered ability, he first declares his intent.
The following steps are then observed, in order:
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1. Check play restrictions: can the card be deployed
or played, or the ability initiated, at this time?
2. Determine the cost (or costs, if multiple costs are
required) to deploy/play the card or initiate the
ability.
3. Apply any modifiers to the cost(s).
4. Pay the cost(s).
5. Choose target(s), if applicable.
6. The card is deployed/played, or the ability
resolves.
If any of the above steps would make the triggering
condition of an interrupt ability true, that ability may be
initiated when that triggering condition becomes true.
If any of the above steps would make the triggering
condition of a reaction ability true, that ability may be
initiated just after the triggering condition becomes true.
See also Deploy Phase

Initiative
A player has the initiative during any battle at a planet at
which his was the only warlord present at the start of the
battle.
During battles at which both or no warlords were present
at the start of the battle, and any time a battle is not
being fought, the player with the initiative token has the
initiative.
The determination of initiative at the start of a battle
dictates which player has the initiative for the entirety of
that battle.

“Instead”
See “Replacement Effects” on page 13

Interrupts
Interrupt abilities are labeled by the word “Interrupt”
followed by ability text. Unlike actions, which are
resolved during action windows, interrupts may be
executed when the specified triggering condition occurs,
as described in the interrupt’s ability text.
Interrupt abilities resolve just before their triggering

condition occurs, sometimes canceling or changing the
resolution of that condition.
EE It is possible for multiple interrupts to be executed
from the same triggering condition. Always resolve
interrupts to a triggering condition before resolving
the consequences of the triggering condition itself.
EE The player with the initiative always has the
first opportunity to use an ability that interrupts
a given triggering condition, followed by his
opponent, after which the player with the initiative
may use another interrupt, and so forth. Interrupt
opportunities for that triggering condition alternate
back and forth between players in this manner until
both players have passed consecutively.
EE Once the opportunity to interrupt a triggering
condition has been passed by both players, that
condition itself resolves (if its effects have not
been canceled), and further interrupts to that
specific triggering condition cannot be used.
See also Nested Effect Sequences, Priority of
Simultaneous Resolution, Replacement Effects, Timing

Keywords
A keyword is an attribute which conveys specific rules
to its card.
EE Some keywords are followed by reminder text,
which is presented in italics. Reminder text is a
shorthand explanation of how a keyword works,
but it is not rules text and does not replace the
rules for that keyword in this glossary.
EE Cards are considered to have a keyword or to not
have that keyword. A single card that has and/or is
gaining the same keyword from multiple sources
functions as if it has one instance of that keyword.
The value pertaining to numerative keywords does
accumulate, however. For example: a card with
“Area Effect (1)” that is gaining “Area Effect (2)”
would function as “Area Effect (3).”
The keywords in the game are: Ambush, Area Effect,
Armorbane, Bloodied, Brutal, Flying, Immune, Limited,
Mobile, No Attachments, and Ranged. Each has an entry
in this glossary.
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Last Planet
The last planet is the faceup planet that is farthest from
the first planet in the line of planets.
EE If there is only one faceup planet remaining, the
first planet is also the last planet.
See also First Planet, Planet Cards

Limit 1 Relic per Player
Each player cannot control more than one card that has
the Relic trait at any time. If a player controls a Relic, he
cannot attempt to deploy or put another Relic into play.
EE If a player ever has more than one card with the
Relic trait in play under his control, he must
choose and discard cards with the Relic trait he
controls until only one remains.
EE This phrase is a game restriction and not a
deckbuilding restriction; a player may have
multiple cards with the Relic trait in his deck.

Limited
No more than 1 card with the Limited keyword can be
deployed/played by each player each round.
EE Limited cards that are “put into play” via card
effects (see page 12) bypass and are ignored by
this restriction.

EE If an effect with a limit or maximum is canceled,
the card is still considered to have been played or
the ability initiated, and it counts towards the limit
or maximum.

Look
When a player is instructed to look at one or more cards
he is not obliged to show those cards to his opponent. A
look instruction ends when a card is returned to its prior
state or placed at a new destination.

Maximums
See “Limits and Maximums” on page 10

May
The word “may” indicates that a specified player has the
option to do that which follows. If no player is specified,
the option is granted to the controller of the card with
the ability in question.

Mobile
After the combat phase begins, each unit with the Mobile
keyword may move to an adjacent faceup planet. This
occurs before any reactions to the beginning of the phase.
EE If there are multiple Mobile units in play, the
player with the initiative resolves each of his
Mobile units first, followed by his opponent.

Limits and Maximums

Move

“Limit once per X” is a limit that appears on cards that
remain in play through the resolution of their effect.
Each copy of an ability with such a limit may be used
once per each period of X.

Some effects allow players to move game elements,
such as damage, cards, or tokens.

“Max 1 per X” is a maximum that appears on cards that
do not enter or remain in play through the resolution
of their effect. (An event card, for example.) Such a
maximum refers to all copies of that card, by title.
Initiating an ability on such a card counts towards the
maximum on all copies of that card.
EE All limits and maximums are player specific; if one
player meets a limit or maximum, his opponent is
still eligible to meet the same limit or maximum if
a situation arises in which he is able to do so.
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EE When an entity “moves,” it cannot move to its same
(current) placement. If there is no valid destination
for a move, the move attempt cannot initiate.
See also Moving Damage

Moving Damage
Some effects allow damage to be moved from card to card.
EE Moved damage bypasses all damage prevention
and reassign opportunities, and is placed directly
upon the card to which it has been moved.

EE After damage is moved to a unit, it is destroyed (or
defeated if it is a warlord unit) if it has as much (or
more) damage on it as it has hit points.

EE The most recently initiated nested ability sequence
is always completely resolved before any former
sequence of abilities is resolved.

See also Damage, Destroy, Move, Reassign

See also Interrupts, Reactions, Timing

Mulligan Draw

No Attachments

After a player draws his starting hand during setup, he
has the option to declare a mulligan draw. After doing
so, he reshuffles his starting hand into his deck and
draws a new starting hand equal to his warlord’s starting
hand size value. He must keep his second hand.

A card with the No Attachments keyword cannot have
attachment cards attached.

Multiple Modifiers
See “Variable Quantities and Multiple Modifiers” on
page 16

Negative Quantities
After all active modifiers have been taken into
account, if a value is below 0, it is treated as 0: a card
cannot have “negative” icons, statistics, traits, cost, or
keywords.
See also “Variable Quantities and Multiple Modifiers”

Nested Ability Sequences
Abilities generally resolve in a “first in, first out”
manner. For instance, if a player has two reaction
abilities he wishes to trigger in reaction to a single
triggering condition, the first reaction is triggered and
resolved in its entirety, and then the second reaction is
triggered and resolved.
EE Interrupt and reaction effects may, however, cause
new conditions that can initiate a subsequent series
of interrupt and reaction abilities. Such abilities
will nest on top of one another, creating a sequence
of abilities, and these sequences need to be
resolved in a “last in, first out” manner.
When such a sequence of abilities occurs, players
should keep triggering abilities until the chain of
sequences runs dry (i.e. there are no interrupts or
reactions to the resolution of all abilities from the
last ability triggered in the sequence).

EE If a trait precedes the word “Attachments,” the
card cannot have attachments of the specified trait,
but it can have attachments that do not possess that
trait.
See also Attachments

Out of Play
See “In Play and Out of Play” on page 8

Ownership and Control
A card’s owner is the player whose deck held the card at
the start of the game.
EE Cards by default enter play under their owner’s
control, although some effects may cause cards to
change control during a game.
EE A card’s controller is the player who currently
controls the card.
EE If a card that has changed control leaves play, after
the resolution of the game occurrence that drives
it from play, the card is physically placed in its
owner’s equivalent out of play area (hand, deck,
or discard pile). Other card abilities cannot interact
with this secondary physical placement.
See also Enemy

Participating
A unit is participating in combat if it is present at a
planet where a battle is taking place.
See also Combat Phase, Planet Cards
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Planet Cards

Printed

Planet cards represent key strategic locations in the
Traxis sector over which the competing warlords are
fighting. Each player is seeking to claim three planets
that share a common type to dominate the campaign and
win the game.

The word “printed” refers to the text, characteristic, or
value that is physically printed on the card.

EE If an ability references a planet in respect to a
game element, such as the phrases “this planet,”
“same planet,” or “adjacent planet,” the ability can
only be used when the element is itself at a planet
that can be used as a reference point.
EE Facedown planet cards are not in play and are not
considered planets until they are turned face up.
+1

(cards) and +1 (resources) symbols

EE The
modify the number of cards or resources that
are granted by a planet when the controller of
the symbol wins a command struggle there. The
card with the symbol must be at the planet when
its bonus resolves. Their effects are cumulative,
and their modification of the planet bonus is not
optional.
See also Planet Card Anatomy on page 17, Battle
Abilities, First Planet, Illegal or Unclear Planet
Selection, Last Planet, Participating

Play Restrictions and Permissions
Many cards or abilities contain specific instructions
pertaining to when or how they may or may not be used,
or to specific conditions that must be true in order to
use them. In order to use such an ability or play/deploy
such a card, these play restrictions must be observed.
For example, the Ork event card Battle Cry has the play
restriction, “Play only during a battle.”
A permission is an optional play restriction, which
allows a player to play/deploy a card or use an ability
outside the timing or specifications generally provided
by the game rules. For example, the Tau army unit card
Gun Drones has the permission, “You may deploy this
unit as a Drone attachment with....”
See also May

Priority of Simultaneous Resolution
If a single effect affects both players simultaneously, but
the players must individually make choices to resolve
the effect, the player who initiated the effect chooses
first, followed by his opponent.
If two or more effects would resolve simultaneously, the
player with the initiative determines the order in which
the effects resolve.

Put into Play
Some card effects may cause a card to be “put into
play.” Such effects move the card directly into play from
an out of play state.
EE The deployment cost of the card being “put into
play” is not paid.
EE Unless otherwise instructed by the “put into play”
effect, cards that enter play in this manner must do
so in a play area or attachment state that satisfies
the rules of deploying the card. In other words,
support cards are placed in a player’s headquarters,
attachments must be legally attached, and units are
put into play at a planet.

Qualifiers
If card text includes a qualifier followed by multiple
terms, the qualifier applies to each item in the list, if it is
applicable. For example, in the phrase “each enemy unit
and support,” the word “enemy” applies both to “unit”
and to “support.”

Ranged
A ready unit with the Ranged keyword may attack
during the ranged skirmish in the first combat round of a
battle in which it is participating.

Reactions
Reaction abilities are labeled by the word “Reaction”
followed by ability text. Unlike actions, which are
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resolved during action windows, reactions may be
executed after the specified triggering condition occurs,
as described in the reaction’s ability text. Reaction
abilities resolve after their triggering condition resolves.
It is possible for multiple reactions to be executed from
the same triggering condition.
A reaction ability is always used immediately after
its triggering condition has occurred and has been
resolved. The player with the initiative always has the
first opportunity to use an ability in reaction to a given
triggering condition, followed by his opponent, after
which the player with the initiative may use another
reaction, and so forth. Reaction opportunities for that
triggering condition alternate back and forth between
players in this manner until both players have passed
consecutively.
Once the opportunity to react to a triggering condition
has been passed by both players, further reactions to that
specific triggering condition cannot be used.
See also Nested Effect Sequences, Priority of
Simultaneous Resolution, Timing

Ready
Cards enter play in a ready state, positioned so that their
controller can read their text from left to right.
If a player is instructed to ready a card, the card is
returned to this ready state.

Replacement Effects
A replacement effect is an effect that replaces the
handling of one resolution with a different means of
handling that resolution. Most replacement effects are
interrupt abilities in the format of “when triggering
condition would happen, do [replacement effect]
instead.” After all interrupts to the original triggering
condition have resolved and it is time to resolve the
triggering condition itself, the replacement effect
resolves instead.
If multiple replacement effects are initiated against the
same triggering condition, the most recent replacement
effect is the one that is used for the resolution of the
triggering condition.

Resources
Resources are the game’s currency and are used to pay
for cards and card abilities.
Resource tokens begin the game in the token bank.
When a player gains resources he transfers them from
the token bank to his resource pool. When he spends
resources he transfers them from his resource pool back
to the token bank.
The text symbol for resources is N.
See also Costs: Paying, Running out of Resource/
Damage Tokens

See also Exhausted

Retreat

Reassign

Retreat refers to the act of withdrawing a unit from
combat and returning it to its controller’s HQ.

When damage is reassigned by an effect, the reassigned
damage is dealt to a new recipient instead of to the
original recipient(s) of the attack or damaging effect.
EE Damage that has been reassigned once may not
be reassigned a second time before the damage is
taken.
EE Only damage that is being assigned may be
reassigned; damage that is already on a unit cannot
be affected by reassign effects.
See also Damage

EE A warlord unit that is participating in a battle may
consume a combat turn (on which it would be
eligible to attack) to exhaust and retreat instead of
executing the attack.
EE At the end of a combat round, each player
(starting with the player who has the initiative for
that battle) may retreat any number of units he
controls in the battle by removing them from the
battle (simultaneously) and placing them at his
HQ, exhausted.
See also Combat Phase on pages 25–27
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Reveal
When a player is instructed to reveal cards, he is obliged
to show those cards to his opponent. Revealed cards
remain revealed until they arrive at the final destination
specified by the reveal effect.

Rout
When a unit is routed, it is returned to its controller’s
headquarters in an exhausted state.
See also Exhausted, Headquarters

Running out of Resource/Damage Tokens
There is no limit to the number of resource or damage
tokens which can be in the play area at a given time.
EE If players run out of the provided resource or
damage tokens, other tokens or coins may be used
to track the current game state.
See also Resources, Damage

Sacrifice
When a player is instructed to sacrifice a card, he must
choose and discard a card in play that he controls and
that matches the requirements of the sacrifice.
EE If the chosen card does not leave play (if it is, for
example, saved by an interrupt), the sacrifice is not
considered to have been made.

EE If a search effect would add a card with specified
characteristics to a hidden game area, the player
fulfilling the search must reveal the card to his
opponent to verify that the card is eligible to be
found by the search.
See also Look, Reveal

Set
When a value is “set” to a specific number, the set
modifier overrides all non-set modifiers. If multiple set
modifiers are in conflict, the most recently resolved set
modifier takes precedence.

Shields
When a unit is attacked or dealt damage by an effect
its controller may discard one card with one or more
printed shield icons from his hand to prevent an amount
of damage up to the number of shield icons on the
discarded card. This is known as a shielding effect.
EE A card used in this manner is called a “shield card.”
The card being protected is called the “shielded
card.”
EE Each time a unit is dealt damage, no more than 1
shield card can be used.
EE Shield icons from a shield card cannot be split
amongst multiple units.
EE If a shielding effect is canceled, the shield card is
still considered to have been used.

EE A warlord unit cannot be sacrificed.

See also Armorbane, Combat Phase, Dealing Damage

EE Sacrificing a card does not destroy the card, and
destroying a card does not sacrifice it.

Support Cards

Search
When a player is instructed to search for a card, he is
permitted to look at each of the cards in the searched
area without revealing those cards to his opponent.
EE If he finds a card that meets the eligibility
requirements he is searching for, he may add that
card to the game area indicated by the instructions
on the search effect, but he is not obliged to do so.
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Support cards represent locations, fortifications, and
upgrades a warlord may have at its disposal. These cards
enter play in a player’s headquarters area and remain in
play unless removed by an ability.
See also Support Card Anatomy on page 19

Switch
Some effects use the word “switch.” In order to resolve
this effect, switched items must exist on each side of the
switch.

EE When switching values, a value of “0” may be
switched, but a null entry for the pertinent value
field cannot be switched.

Target
The term “target” indicates that a game element (most
often a card) must be chosen as the subject or recipient
of an effect.
EE The controller of a targeting effect chooses all
targets for the effect unless otherwise specified by
the card.
EE If there is no valid target for a targeting effect, the
ability cannot be initiated.

Token Units
These miniature cards represent common troops available
to some factions. These cards are not a part of a player’s
deck and are used only as indicated by other abilities.
EE Each player cannot have more than 10 token units
of each given type (by title) in play at any given
time. If there are not enough tokens of a given type
in the token bank, use a facedown token unit of
another type as a proxy for the required token unit.
EE If a token unit leaves play, it is returned to the
token bank.
See also Token Unit Anatomy on page 18

See also Ownership and Control

Traits

The word “Then”

Most cards have one or more traits listed at the top of
the text box and printed in bold italics.

If the effect text of an ability includes the word “then,”
the text preceding the word “then” must be successfully
resolved (or be true) in full before the remainder of the
effect described after the word “then” can be resolved.
EE If the pre-then aspect of an effect does successfully
resolve, the resolution of the post-then aspect of
the effect must also attempt to resolve.
See also Interrupts, Triggered Abilities

The word “This”
Self-referential abilities using the word “this” (e.g.
“this unit”) refer only to the card on which the ability is
located, and not to other copies of that card.

Timing
The order of the game phases and their individual steps
are described in detail on pages 20–28.
For questions regarding complex timing of effects,
see the following topics: Card Abilities, Nested Effect
Sequences, Priority of Simultaneous Resolution,
Replacement Effects, Triggered Abilities

EE Traits have no inherent effects on the game.
Instead, some card abilities reference cards that
possess specific traits.

Triggered Abilities
Action, battle, reaction, and interrupt abilities are known
as triggered abilities. Such an ability is used when a
player optionally initiates it at a specific moment in the
game.
EE A bold timing command, followed by a colon and
the rest of the ability, is indicative of a triggered
ability.
EE If the word “Forced” precedes a triggered ability,
the ability’s initiation is mandatory.
See also Forced Interrupts/Reactions, Interrupt,
Reaction, Triggering Condition

Triggering Condition
A triggering condition is an element of a card ability that
indicates the time at which the ability may be triggered.
A triggering condition specifies a game moment, and
usually follows the word “when” (for interrupt abilities)
or the word “after” (for reaction abilities).
See also After, Interrupts, Reactions, When
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Types

Warlord Units

The game’s cardtypes are presented in Appendix I, with
detailed card anatomies on pages 17–19.

The warlord unit is the commander who leads a player’s
forces. A player’s deck is built around his warlord,
which starts the game in play.

See also Cardtypes

Unique Cards
Some cards feature the E symbol before their card title.
This indicates the card is “unique.” Each player may
only have one copy of each unique card, by title, in play.
EE A player cannot play, put into play, or take control
of a unique card if he already controls or owns an
in-play copy of that card.
See also “Ownership and Control”

Unit Cards
Units represent soldiers, vehicles, creatures and entities
that players use to resolve battles and claim planets.
EE Unit cards are divided into 3 types: warlord units,
army units, and token units.
EE Any ability that refers to a “unit” refers to units of
all 3 types.
EE Some abilities, however, may refer only to a
particular type, or may exclude a type, based on
the ability text.
See also Unit Card Anatomy on page 18, Damage,
Token Units, Unique Cards, Planets, Warlords

Variable Quantities and Multiple Modifiers
The game state constantly checks and (if necessary)
updates the count of any variable quantity that is being
modified.
Any time a new modifier is applied (or removed), the
entire quantity is recalculated from the start, considering
the unmodified base value and all active modifiers.
If a value is “set” to a specific number, the set value is
considered after all other modifiers have been applied.
See also Base Value, Doubling and Halving Modifiers,
Negative Quantities, Set
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EE If a warlord is defeated, it is turned to its
“Bloodied” side, and if a Bloodied warlord is
defeated its controller loses the game.
See also Warlord Unit Anatomy on page 18, Bloodied,
Ownership and Control, Units

The word “When”
The word “when” refers to a game occurence that is
underway but not yet concluded. Most interrupt card
abilities use the word “when” to specify the timing of
their triggering condition.
See also Interrupts, Triggering Condition

Winning the Game
A player wins the game immediately if he has three
planets that share a common type in his victory display.
A player wins the game immediately if he defeats a
Bloodied enemy warlord.
A player wins the game immediately if his opponent has
no cards remaining in his draw deck.
If both players fulfill a winning condition
simultaneously, the game ends in a tie.
If the battle for the last planet resolves with neither
player winning the game by one of the above conditions,
the player who most recently added a planet to his
victory display wins the game. (This is usually the
player who won the final planet.) If neither player has
added a planet to his victory display in the entire game,
the game ends in a tie.

The letter “X”
Unless specified by a card ability or granted player
choice, the letter X is always equal to 0.

A ppendix I:
Component Breakdowns
This section presents a list of all components included in
this game and a detailed anatomy of each cardtype.
The anatomies also include information on card terms
that are referenced by the rules and card abilities.

Component List:
The following is a list of all components included in the
core set.

Planet Card Anatomy
P lanet cards represent key strategic
locations in the Traxis sector over which
the competing warlords are fighting. Each
player is seeking to claim three planets
that share a common type to dominate the
campaign and win the game.

5

tarrus

1

EE 30 Space Marine Cards
EE 30 Astra Militarum Cards
EE 30 Ork Cards
EE 30 Chaos Cards
EE 30 Dark Eldar Cards
EE 30 Eldar Cards
EE 30 Tau Cards
EE 12 Neutral Cards
EE 10 Planet Cards
EE 2 Reference Cards
EE 40 Miniature Cards (for token units)
EE 30 Damage Tokens
EE 30 Resource Tokens
EE 2 Command Dials
EE 1 First Planet Token
EE 1 Initiative Token

3

1

1

Battle: If you control fewer units than your
opponent, gain 3N or draw 3 cards.

2

Illus. Mauro Dal Bo

2014 © Games Workshop
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Planet Anatomy Key
1. Title: The name of this card.
2. Text: The special abilities of this card.
3. Card bonus: The number of cards that may
be drawn by winning a command struggle at
this planet.
4. Resource bonus: The number of resources
that may be gained by winning a command
struggle at this planet.
5. Type symbols: Indicates a planet’s type (or
types) towards a player’s victory condition.
Each planet provides one, two, or three types,
each of which is identified by one of the
following symbols:
Material
Tech
Strongpoint
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Unit Card Anatomy
U nit

cards

are divided into three groups: warlord units, army units, and token units.

The warlord unit (left) is the commander who leads a player’s forces. A player’s deck is built around
his warlord, which starts the game in play on its “hale” side (shown below). If a warlord is defeated, it is
turned facedown to its “Bloodied” side, and if a Bloodied warlord is defeated its controller loses the game.
A rmy units (center) represent a variety of aliens, soldiers, armies, vehicles, drones, creatures, heroes,
and villains. These cards start the game in a player’s deck and are used at planets to engage your
opponent’s forces.
T oken units (right) are miniature cards that represent common “stock” troops that are available to select
factions. These cards are not a part of a player’s deck and are used only as indicated by other card effects.
E n azdreg

WARLORD
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arrior.

2
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WarboSS.

1
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rokkitBoy

3

ARMY

Each other unit you
control at this planet
gains Brutal. (Each
unit with Brutal gets
+1 ATK for
each damage
on it.)

9

1

“Alright you gitz!
Time fer da ‘umies
ta see wot it
means ta mess wit
da Bad Moons!”
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003
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Warrior. Boyz.
Each enemy unit at this planet loses
the Flying keyword.
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7

What goes up…

7

6

2

2
S notlingS
TOKEN

Illus. Jeff Porter

1

8
1
1

Runt.

Snotlings are often too
stupid to be afraid of
anything until it is far
too late.

2014 © Games Workshop
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Illus. Jacob Atienza
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Card Anatomy Key
1. Cost/Type: The resource cost to deploy or play a card. A card’s type is indicated beneath the cost.
Warlord and token units have no printed cost as they are not deployed from a player’s hand.
2. Title: The name of this card.
3. Faction symbol: The faction to which the card belongs. Neutral cards have no faction symbol.
4. Command icons: Used to determine the winner of command struggles.
5. Shields: Used to prevent damage.
6. Attack value: The amount of damage this unit deals when it attacks. Often referenced as “ATK.”
7. Hit points: The amount of damage required to destroy this unit. Often referenced as “HP.”
8. Traits: Attributes that may be referenced by other cards.
9. Text: The special abilities of this card. Reminder text and flavor text are presented in this field in italics.
10. Signature/loyal icon: Indicates if a card is signature or loyal; used in deckbuilding.
11. Starting hand size: Indicates the number of cards this warlord provides in setup.
12. Starting resources: Indicates the number of resources this warlord provides in setup.
13. Signature squad information: Indicates to which signature squad a warlord or signature card belongs.
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1

Support Card Anatomy

2

2

k raktooF h all

SUPPORT

10
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S upport cards (left) represent locations,
fortifications, and upgrades a warlord may have at
its disposal. These cards enter play in a player’s
headquarters area and remain in play unless
removed by an ability.

3
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Location.
Combat Action: Exhaust this support to move
1 damage from a target unit you control to
another target unit at the same planet.
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Attachment Card Anatomy

1

ATTACHMENT

5
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c yBork Body
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Wargear. BionicS.
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A ttachment cards (right) represent items,
skills, weapons, conditions, blessings, and curses
that may be applied to other cards or game
elements. These cards tend to modify or influence
the activity of the card or element to which they
are attached. If the card to which an attachment
is attached leaves play, the attachment card is
discarded.

Attach to an army unit.
Double attached unit’s HP.

9

003

Illus. Dimitri Bielak

Ork physiology is extremely resilient and adapts to
even the most crude cybernetics with ease.

13
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Event Card Anatomy

B attle cry

3
EVENT

5
10
8
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E vent cards (left) represent battle maneuvers,
actions, spells, disasters, and other unexpected
twists that may occur during the game. When an
event card is played, its text ability is resolved, and
it is then placed in its owner’s discard pile.

3

poWer.

Play only during a battle.
Combat Action: Each F unit you control gets +2
ATK until the end of the battle.

9

WAAAGH!!!
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Illus. Sergio Camarena Bernabeu

2014 © Games Workshop
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A ppendix II: Timing
Charts and G ameplay
This section describes the steps of each game round in
detail. The first part includes flowcharts that show the
steps and timing of each of the game’s phases. Each
individual step is described in further detail in the
second part of this appendix.

Flowchart Anatomy
Items presented in the lighter blue-grey text boxes are
known as framework events. Framework events are
mandatory occurrences dictated by the structure of the
game. Players cannot initiate action abilities during a
framework event unless that particular framework event
specifies otherwise. An interrupt or reaction ability may
be initiated during framework events if the ability’s
triggering condition is met.
Red windows are special framework events that initiate
only upon a specified occurrence. Such events signify
the end of a repetitive game process.

1. DEPLOY PHASE
1.1 Round begins. Deploy Phase begins.

Action Windows
Any ability that starts with a bold “Action:” trigger
may only be initiated during an action window. Action
windows are presented in dark blue text boxes on the
chart.
When an action window opens, the player with the
initiative has the first opportunity to initiate an action, or
pass. Opportunities to initiate actions alternate between
the players until both players consecutively pass, at
which point the action window closes.
Resolve each action completely before the next action
opportunity.

2. COMMAND PHASE
2.1 Command Phase begins.

2.2 Each player simultaneously and secretly selects
a number on his command dial.

2.3 Players simultaneously reveal dials.

2.4 Each player simultaneously commits his
warlord and all units in his HQ to the planet that
corresponds with the number revealed on his dial.

1.2 Player with initiative takes a deployment turn
(deploy a card, initiate an action, or pass).
2.5 Resolve command struggle at first planet.
1.3 Player without initiative takes a deployment
turn (deploy a card, initiate an action, or pass).

1.4 When a player passes, he skips his deployment
turn framework step for the remainder of the
phase. When both players have passed, this step is
complete.

1.5 Phase ends.

Proceed to Command Phase.
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2.6 Resolve command struggle at next planet.
(Repeat this step until a command struggle has
been resolved at each face up planet, in line order.)

ACTION WINDOW
2.7 Phase ends.

Proceed to Combat Phase.

4. HEADQUARTERS PHASE
4.1 Headquarters Phase begins.

3. COMBAT PHASE
3.1 Combat Phase begins.

ACTION WINDOW
3.2 Resolve battle at first planet. (See battle
resolution flow chart, page 22.)

ACTION WINDOW

ACTION WINDOW
4.2 The first planet token is placed on the next
planet in line.

4.3 The next facedown planet is revealed, if
applicable.

4.4 Each player draws 2 cards.

4.5 Each player gains 4 resources.
3.3 Check for additional battle at next planet.
Resolve battle if required. (Repeat loop until each
planet is checked.)

ACTION WINDOW
3.4 Phase ends.

Proceed to Headquarters Phase.

4.6 Each player readies all cards he controls.

4.7 The initiative token is passed to the other
player.

4.8 Phase ends. Round ends.

Play proceeds to next round.
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BATTLE RESOLUTION
3.2 Battle initiates.

3.2.1 Determine initiative.

3.2.2 Ranged skirmish begins.

ACTION WINDOW
3.2.3 Player with initiative takes a ranged combat
turn.

ACTION WINDOW
3.2.4 Other player (without initiative) takes a
ranged combat turn.

ACTION WINDOW
3.2.5 Check for end of ranged skirmish. (Repeat
loop if any ready Ranged units remain. Otherwise,
ranged skirmish ends.)

BATTLE RESOLUTION
(continued)
ACTION WINDOW
3.2.6 Player with initiative takes a combat turn.

ACTION WINDOW
3.2.7 Other player (without initiative) takes a
combat turn.

ACTION WINDOW
3.2.8 Check for end of combat round. (Repeat loop
if any ready units remain.).

3.2.9 End combat round. Ready all units in the
battle. Players may retreat units. Repeat outer loop

3.2.10 If, at any time, a unit would attack but
there are no enemy units in the battle, the battle
ends with the player who controls the would be
attacking unit winning the battle.

Continue to next column.
3.2.11 Battle ends in a stalemate if either:
A) it is a player’s combat turn but neither player
has units remaining in the battle.
B) a player calls for a stalemate check at the
beginning of a combat round, and three combat
rounds then end with identical game states.

Return to Combat Phase.
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Framework Event Details
This section provides a detailed explanation on how
to handle each framework event step presented on the
game’s flow chart, in the order that the framework
events occur throughout a game round.

1. Deploy Phase
1.1 D eploy P hase B egins
This framework step formalizes the beginning of the
deploy phase. As this is the first framework event of the
round, it also formalizes the beginning of a new game
round.
The beginning of a phase is an important game
milestone that may be referenced in card text, either as
a point at which an ability may or must resolve, or as
a point at which a lasting or constant effect begins or
expires.

1.2 P layer with I nitiative D eployment T urn
The player with the initiative takes a deployment turn.
On a deployment turn a player must do one of the
following:
EE deploy one card from his hand
EE initiate one action ability (see page 3)
EE pass
To deploy a card, a player transfers a number of
resources equal to the card’s cost from his resource pool
to the token bank.
A deployment turn is the only time a player is permitted
to deploy unit, support, or attachment cards from his
hand, unless otherwise noted by card text. Event cards
may be used any time (throughout the game round) their
specified timing condition is met.
A player is not permitted to deploy or play a card he
cannot afford; however an interrupt ability to deploying/
playing a card may be used to reduce an unaffordable
card’s cost to an amount that the player can afford to
play.

When a player deploys an attachment card, it must be
attached to (placed slightly under) another card, game
element, or game area, as specified by the attachment.
When a player deploys a support card, it must be placed
in his headquarters area.
All unit, support, and attachment cards enter play in a
ready state.
When a player uses an event card, its ability is resolved
and the card is then placed in that player’s discard pile.
Event cards generally do not enter or leave play.
Note that a deployment turn is a special framework
event, in which the player taking the deployment turn is
permitted to initiate an action ability as his deployment
turn. This is an exception to the rule that action abilities
may not be used during the resolution of framework
events.
If a player passes his deployment turn, he skips this
framework step for the remainder of the phase.

1.3 O ther P layer D eployment T urn
The player who does not have the initiative token takes
a deployment turn. This deployment turn is handled
as described in the “Player with Initiative Deployment
Turn” entry, above.

1.4 P layer P asses D eployment T urn
When a player passes, he takes no more deployment
turns this phase. The other player may continue to take
deployment turns until he also passes.
Once both players have passed, this step is complete.

1.5 D eploy P hase E nds
This step formalizes the end of the deploy phase.
The end of a phase is an important game milestone that
may be referenced in card text, either as a point at which
an ability may or must resolve, or as a point at which a
lasting or constant effect expires or begins.

When a player deploys a unit card, it must be placed
on his side of the table at one of the faceup planets,
indicating which planet the unit has been deployed at.
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2. Command Phase
2.1 C ommand P hase B egins
This step formalizes the beginning of the command
phase.

2.2 D ial S election
Each player secretly selects a number on his dial and
sets his dial to indicate that number. The chosen number
corresponds with one of the planets in play. The first
planet always corresponds to the number 1, with each
subsequent planet (moving down the line, from the
first planet to the last planet) corresponding to the next
higher number on the dial.
Once a player has selected a number and set his dial (but
before revealing it), he acknowledges that he is ready.
When both players are ready, this step is complete.

2.3 D ials are R evealed
Each player simultaneously reveals the number he has
selected on his dial (in the previous framework step) to
his opponent.

2.4 C ommit to P lanets
Each player moves his warlord and all other units that
are currently at his HQ to the planet that corresponds
with the number selected on his dial.
Warlord units arrive at the chosen planet in their current
state (ready or exhausted). Other units are exhausted
when they arrive at the planet. (A unit that is already
exhausted also arrives in an exhausted state.)
If a player selects an unclear or illegal number on his
dial, he is assumed to have chosen the last planet (i.e.
the faceup planet that is furthest from the first planet.)

2.5 R esolve C ommand S truggle at F irst P lanet
Resolve a command struggle at the first planet by
comparing the units each player controls there, as
follows:
EE If only one player has a ready warlord present at
the planet, that player automatically wins that
planet’s command struggle.
EE If each player has a ready warlord present at the
planet, or if neither player has a ready warlord
present at the planet, the player with the most
command icons on ready units at the planet wins
that command struggle. If the result is a tie, neither
player wins the command struggle.
When a player wins a command struggle, he may take
both, either, or none of that planet’s resource and card
bonuses. If a player chooses to take the resource bonus,
he must take the exact number of resources (indicated
by the resource bonus value and any modifiers) from the
token bank and add them to his resource pool. If a player
chooses to take the card bonus, he must draw the exact
number of cards (indicated by the card bonus value and
any modifiers).
Reminder: if a player draws the last card from his deck,
he loses the game.
If neither player wins a command struggle, the planet
bonuses at that planet are ignored.

2.6 R esolve N ext C ommand S truggle
Resolve a command struggle at the next planet in the
line that has not yet resolved its command struggle,
moving down the line and away from the first planet.
Each command struggle is resolved as indicated in the
previous entry.
Repeat this framework step for each faceup planet in
play.

2.7 C ommand P hase E nds
This step formalizes the end of the command phase.

3. Combat Phase
3.1 C ombat P hase B egins
This step formalizes the beginning of the combat phase.
Units with the Mobile keyword may move to an adjacent
planet at this time, before reactions to the beginning of
the combat phase can be initiated.

3.2 R esolve B attle at F irst P lanet
The process for resolving a battle is presented on
the “Battle Resolution” flowchart on page 22. Each
framework event presented on this chart is explained in
detail below. This particular step is also presented as the
“Battle Initiates” step on the Battle Resolution start; the
two steps both reference the same moment in the game,
formalizing the beginning of a battle.

3.2.1 D etermine I nitiative
During a battle, a player has the initiative if his warlord
is present at the planet at the beginning of the battle. If
both warlords are present at the beginning of the battle,
or if no warlords are present at the beginning of the
battle, the player with the initiative token for this round
of play has the initiative during that battle.
Once initiative for a battle is determined, that player
retains the initiative for the entire battle.
The initiative token is not passed during this step.

3.2.2 R anged S kirmish B egins
This step formalizes the beginning of the ranged
skirmish.

3.2.3 P layer with initiative
takes ranged combat turn

The player with the initiative takes one ranged combat
turn. During this turn, he:
EE attacks using a ready unit with the Ranged
keyword, or
EE passes if he cannot attack using a ready unit with
the Ranged keyword.
To make a ranged attack, perform the following steps,
in order:
1) Declare attacker. The attacking player chooses
one ready unit with the Ranged keyword he controls at
the planet, and exhausts it to attack. This declares the
chosen unit as the “attacker.”
2) Declare defender. The attacking player chooses
one enemy unit at the planet, and declares this attack
is against it. This declares the chosen unit as the
“defender.”
3) Resolve attack. Deal damage equal to the attacker’s
attack value (ATK) to the defender. (See Dealing
Damage, page 6). If the attacker or the defender leaves
play before this step executes, no damage is dealt during
this step.
Note that interrupt and reaction abilities could specify
triggering conditions in relation to any of the above
steps.
Also note that this is not the only time a ready unit with
Ranged is eligible to attack. In future combat rounds,
during standard (non-ranged) combat turns, ready units
with Ranged are eligible to be declared as attackers.
For game purposes, a “ranged combat turn” is a subset
of a “combat turn.” Any ability that references a
“combat turn” may interact with ranged and non-ranged
combat turns.

3.2.4 O ther player

takes ranged combat turn

The player without the initiative takes one ranged
combat turn. This ranged combat turn is resolved as
indicated in the previous framework step.
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3.2.5 C heck for end of ranged skirmish

3.2.8 C heck for end of combat round

If any ready units with the Ranged keyword remain at
the planet, repeat the loop by following the black arrow
on the diagram.

If any ready units remain at the planet, repeat the loop
by following the black arrow on the diagram.

If no ready units with the Ranged keyword remain at the
planet, the ranged skirmish ends. Proceed with the battle
resolution in the next Player Action window.

3.2.6 P layer with initiative
takes combat turn

The player with the initiative takes one combat turn.
During this turn, he:
EE attacks using a ready unit, or

If no ready units remain at the planet, proceed to the
next framework step.

3.2.9 C ombat round ends
To resolve the end of a combat round, follow these steps,
in order at the planet where the battle is being fought:
1. Combat round ends.
2. Ready each unit at the planet. (Note that this step does
not ready exhausted attachments on the units.)

To make an attack, perform the following steps, in
order:

3. The player with the initiative may retreat any number
of units he controls at the planet by simultaneously
removing them from the battle and placing them in his
HQ, exhausted.

1) Declare attacker. The attacking player chooses one
ready unit he controls at the planet, and exhausts it to
attack. This declares the chosen unit as the “attacker.”

4. The other player may retreat any number of units he
controls at the planet by simultaneously removing them
from the battle and placing them in his HQ, exhausted.

2) Declare defender. The attacking player chooses
an enemy unit at the planet, and declares this attack
is against it. This declares the chosen unit as the
“defender.”

After these steps are complete, a new combat round
begins (even if there are no units remaining at the
planet). Follow the outer black arrow back to the “Player
with initiative takes combat turn” step.

3) Resolve attack. Deal damage equal to the attacker’s
attack value (ATK) to the defender. (See Dealing
Damage, page 6). If the attacker or the defender leaves
play before this step executes, no damage is dealt during
this step.

3.2.10 W inning a B attle

Note that interrupt and reaction abilities could specify
triggering conditions in relation to any of the above
steps.

When a player wins a battle, he may first choose to
trigger that planet’s battle ability, if he desires.

EE passes if he cannot attack using a ready unit.

3.2.7 O ther player takes combat turn
The player without the initiative takes one combat turn.
This combat turn is resolved as indicated in the previous
framework step.

If a player controls at least one unit in a battle at the
beginning of his combat turn, and there are no enemy units
at the planet, the battle ends and the player controlling the
only unit(s) at the planet is the winner of the battle.

When a player wins a battle at the first planet, he
places that planet in his victory display. His surviving
units at that planet are then returned to his headquarters,
maintaining the state (ready or exhausted) they were in
at the end of the battle. The first planet token is not yet
moved to the next planet; it is placed in the game area
just vacated by the first planet as a reference point until
it is moved to the next planet during the headquarters
phase.
When a player wins a battle at any other planet,
his warlord (if it was at that planet) returns to its
headquarters, maintaining its state. The planet remains
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in play, and other surviving units remain at that planet,
also maintaining their state.

3.3 C heck for / resolve additional battle
( if able )

3.2.11 B attle ends in a stalemate

After a battle ends, the game flow returns to the second
action window on the primary (combat phase) flowchart
on page 21. After that action window is complete, this
framework event checks to see if another battle must be
fought this phase.

There are two ways in which a battle may end in a
stalemate:
1) It is a player’s combat turn, and there are no units
remaining at the planet under either player’s control.
2) Either player may call for a stalemate check at the
beginning of any combat round. After this call, the other
player may agree the battle is a stalemate. If he does not,
the stalemate may be confirmed by three combat rounds
ending with identical game states. Any change in the
game state from one round to the next, such as number
of cards in a player’s hand or deck, amount of damage
on any unit, number of resources in a player’s resource
pool, or a difference in the ready/exhausted status of
any card at the end of each combat round may be used
to disprove the stalemate. Note that each of these cases
is an example, additional changes in game state may be
possible.

Moving from left to right from the perspective of the
player who began the game with the initiative token,
check at each planet to see if a battle must be fought
there. A battle must be fought if a warlord is present at a
planet, or if any other card ability necessitates a battle be
fought there.
When a battle is initiated, follow the “Battle Resolution”
flow chart (see page 22) to resolve it.
Follow the black arrow loop on the diagram until each
planet in play has been checked.

3.4 C ombat P hase E nds
This step formalizes the end of the combat phase.

When a battle ends in a stalemate, any warlords at that
planet return to their HQ, exhausted. If the stalemate
occured at the first planet, the planet is removed from
the game and each non-warlord unit at the planet is
also returned to its controller’s HQ, exhausted. If
the stalemate occured at a non-first planet, the planet
remains in play and all non-warlord units remain at the
planet, exhausted.
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4. Headquarters Phase
4.1 H eadquarters P hase B egins
This step formalizes the beginning of the headquarters
phase.

4.2 M ove F irst P lanet T oken
Place the first planet token on the leftmost faceup planet
(from the perspective of the player who started the game
with the initiative token), making this the new first
planet.

4.3 R eveal next facedown planet
Reveal the leftmost facedown planet (from the
perspective of the player who started the game with the
initiative token), if any remain.

4.4 D raw
Each player must draw 2 cards.
Note: A player wins the game immediately if his
opponent has no cards in his draw deck. If both players
run out of cards while fulfilling this step, the game ends
in a tie.

4.5 C ollect R esources
Each player must take 4 resources from the token bank
and add them to his resource pool.

4.6 R eady cards
Ready all exhausted cards in play.

4.7 P ass I nitiative T oken
The initiative token is passed to the other player.
This signifies that he now has the initiative.
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4.8 H eadquarters P hase E nds
This step formalizes the end of the headquarters phase.
As the headquarters phase is the final phase in the round,
this step also formalizes the end of the round. Any active
“until the end of the round” lasting effects expire at this
time.
After this step is complete, play proceeds to the
beginning of the deploy phase of the next game round.
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Quick Reference Chart
Phase Sequence

Abbreviations

For complete timing charts and a detailed game
round sequence, see pages 20-28 of this Rules
Reference Guide.

ATK: Attack value, the amount of damage a
unit deals when it attacks.

1. Deploy Phase
I. Players alternate deploying cards from
hand.

2. Command Phase
I. Players use command dials to 		
simultaneously commit warlords to 		
planets.

HP: Hit points, the amount of damage
required to destroy a unit.
HQ: Headquarters, the play area where
support cards are played and where the
warlord (and sometimes other units) are
located when not at planets.

Symbols & Icons
Command icon: Icons used to
determine who wins the command
struggle at each planet.

II. Resolve one command struggle at each

planet.

3. Combat Phase

Shield icon: Indicates this card may
be discarded from hand to prevent
damage being dealt to a unit, where
each shield icon may prevent 1
damage.

I. Resolve a battle at the first planet.
II. Moving down the line of planets, 		
resolve battle at each other planet at 		
which at least one warlord is present.

N

4. Headquarters Phase
I. Move first planet token to next planet.
II. Reveal next facedown planet.

t F

he2 cards.
ury oF
III. Each player draws

2

S icariuS +1

EVENT

IV. Each player gains 4 resources.

deathwing guard

V. Ready all exhausted cards.

5

VI. Initiative token passes to other player.
ARMY

+1

Round ends. Play proceeds to Deploy Phase
of next round.

Resource: In-text icon for resources,
preceded by a numeral to indicate
quantity.
Card bonus modifier: A card
with this symbol modifies the
command struggle card bonus for
its controller at the planet where it
is located.
Resource bonus modifier: A card
with this symbol modifies the
command struggle resource bonus
for its controller at the planet where
it is located.
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Reaction: After a M unit damages an enemy
non-warlord unit by an attack, destroy the
attacked unit.

Soldier. dark angelS. elite.

“Where they stand, none shall pass.”

001

tactic.

07 /0 9

Signature icon: Identifies a card in a
warlord’s signature squad.
Loyal icon: Identifies a
loyal card that cannot be used out
of faction in a deck.

